Effects of Color Polymorphism and Lighting Environments on Male Bluefin Killifish Behavior
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• Polymorphism occurs when multiple, discrete
phenotypes exist for a trait within the same species.
Polyphenism, a form of phenotypic plasticity, occurs
when the environment in which animals develop
determines which discrete, morph is expressed.

• Why are blue males more abundant in swamps? Do
they have a competitive advantage in tannin-stained
water?

Blue males are more likely to be dominant in teastained lighting environment that mimics swamps.

•Blue males were more dominant in tea-stained water.

• Color polymorphism occurs in male killifish anal fins
where red, yellow, and blue color morphs are
observed. Populations are found in both spring and
swamp habitats. A polyphenism is present where
males develop blue anal fins when raised in teastained water, which mimics swamps.

• My goal was to determine whether this plasticity is
adaptive. Do blue males have an advantage in swamp
water?

•This supports the hypothesis that phenotypic
plasticity is adaptive in this system.

• If so, how does the lighting environment affect
competitive interactions between male morphs?

•Despite affecting blue light abundance and visual
behaviors, blue male dominance did not differ due to
time of day.

• Across the day, abundance of blue wavelength varies
with it being more abundant at noon and scarce at
dawn. Previous work has also shown that color
preferences differ diurnally.

Future Work

• Does diurnal variation in light influence competitive
outcomes?
Figure 1. The frequency with which blue males were winners (dominant) or losers
(subdominant) of competitive interactions with non-blue males as a function of the
lighting environment. N = 27.

Time of day had a significant effect on overall activity
levels, with greater levels of aggression and courtship
occurring at dawn. It did not influence the proportion of
these behaviors displayed by blue vs non-blue males.

•Do blue males perceive predation risk differently and
does this affect conspicuous behaviors such as
aggression?
•Does lighting environment affect boldness and
antipredatory behaviors and does this differ among the
color morphs?
•Do male color morphs differ in personality as a function
of lighting environment?

Competition assay setup in Vivarium Greenhouse.
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Previous research involving killifish, Lucania goodei,
has revealed the following:
• Female mating preference does not act as the main
driving force of male color polymorphism[3] .

Methods
• Bluefin killifish were field collected from Rainbow
River, FL.
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• We recorded competitive interactions between blue
and non-blue male morphs as the following: fin
flares, chases, courtships, and attacks.

• Blue male color morphs perform better in competitive
interactions that occur in the absence of blue light[3] .

• We conducted trials in either tea-stained or clear
water environment for a total of 27 trials.

• Behavioral and visual system responses to diurnal
variation in light[2,3] .

• We completed a total of six rounds of observations
with three rounds for each lighting environment.

Killifish in tea-stained environment.
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Figure 2. Proportion of aggression shown by blue males as a function of the
lighting environment and time of day. N = 27.
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Figure 3. Proportion of courtship behavior displayed by blue males as a
function of lighting environment and time of day. N = 27.
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